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Abstract
A cone beam micro-CT has previously been utilized along with a pressure-tracking respiration
sensor to acquire prospectively gated images of both wild-type mice and various adult murine
disease models. While the pressure applied to the abdomen of the subject by this sensor is small
and is generally without physiological effect, certain disease models of interest, as well as very
young animals, are prone to atelectasis with added pressure, or they generate too weak of a
respiration signal with this method to achieve optimal prospective gating. In this work we present
a new fiber-optic displacement sensor which monitors respiratory motion of a subject without
requiring physical contact. The sensor outputs an analog signal which can be used for prospective
respiration gating in micro-CT imaging. The device was characterized and compared against a
pneumatic air chamber pressure sensor for the imaging of adult wild-type mice. The resulting
images were found to be of similar quality with respect to physiological motion blur; the quality of
the respiration signal trace obtained using the non-contact sensor was comparable to that of the
pressure sensor and was superior for gating purposes due to its better signal-to-noise ratio. The
non-contact sensor was then used to acquire in-vivo micro-CT images of a murine model for
congenital diaphragmatic hernia and of 11-day-old mouse pups. In both cases, quality CT images
were successfully acquired using this new respiration sensor. Despite the presence of beam
hardening artifact arising from the presence of a fiber-optic cable in the imaging field, we believe
this new technique for respiration monitoring and gating presents an opportunity for in-vivo
imaging of disease models which were previously considered too delicate for established animal
handling methods.
1. Background
The use of in-vivo micro-CT has been recently demonstrated for a variety of preclinical
murine imaging applications (Ritman 2011). The high contrast between air and pulmonary
tissue makes micro-CT particularly useful for studies of lung diseases such as lung
carcinoma (Burk 2011a) and emphysema (Ford 2009); iodine-based blood pool agents
provide superb contrast against soft tissue to permit studies of the heart (Mukundan 2006,
Badea 2007, Drangova 2007, Detombe 2008, Burk 2011b) and vascular systems. However
as a consequence of the animal’s rapid respiration rate (~200 bpm conscious and ~120 bpm
anesthetized), clinical breath-hold imaging techniques are not feasible. Some method of
respiratory gating must be employed to reduce motion blur of the thorax when performing in
vivo imaging of the heart and lungs.
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Retrospective gating techniques (both intrinsic and extrinsic) have the benefit of easy
implementation and fast scan times (Farncombe 2008, Bartling et al 2007, Ertel et al 2009,
Ford et al 2007) but result in an increased radiation dose to the subject due to the resultant
oversampling. Prospective gating circumvents this problem by synchronizing x-ray exposure
with the physiological phase of interest. One possible method of prospective gating involves
intubating subjects and directly manipulating airway pressure through a ventilator,
controlling the amplitude and periodicity of the respiratory motion so that it matches x-ray
exposure windows (Cavanaugh et al 2004, Walters et al 2004, Namati et al 2006). This
protocol eliminates the wasted radiation dose of retrospective gating, but it requires
advanced animal handling techniques to prevent damage to the trachea and vocal chords. At
least one instance of repeated intubation is available in the literature (Brown et al 1999)
without complications, but no information is available about limits to the frequency of the
procedure or maximal number of procedures possible on a single animal. Additionally, the
process of mechanical ventilation has been shown to induce lung injury in otherwise
previously healthy specimens (Curley et al 2009, Hedlund and Johnson 2002, Vaneker et al
2009, Wolthus et al 2009). These risks mean that forced breathing and breath-hold gating
methods are not ideal for longitudinal studies, particularly for sensitive disease models.
Also, while external control of lung pressure and volume aids the imaging process, it can
result in measures of tidal lung volumes and related values which are not accurate or
physiologically relevant to the study.
A less invasive method of prospective gating permits free-breathing mice to be imaged by
tracking respiratory chest motion of the animal with a pressure sensor or CCD camera and
synchronizing x-ray pulses with a desired phase in the respiration cycle (Ford et al 2005,
Cao et al 2009); this general approach is the focus of this paper. While the researcher does
not have direct control of the physiological state of a free-breathing subject, it has been
demonstrated that, in general, a healthy adult mouse under anesthesia and temperature
control generally exhibits stable, quasi-periodic respiratory motion so that images of the
thorax are blur-free (Ford et al 2005). The aforementioned technique has the drawback of
increased scan times per CT image, but it keeps radiation dose to the subject low and does
not require intubation (along with the associated risks). In order to achieve optimal results,
one requires an x-ray source with good temporal resolution (100 ms or less to achieve blur-
free respiration images according to Mai et al 2005) and reliable information about the
position of the subject’s lungs and abdomen at any given point of time.
In combination with a micro-CT scanner operating in step-and-shoot mode with short-
duration, high flux x-ray pulses, a pneumatic air chamber sensor has been employed to track
respiratory motion and gate prospectively to the desired breath phase. The technology has
been successfully demonstrated for a variety of applications and disease models which
require non-invasive imaging of adult mice (Cao 2010b, Lee 2011, Burk 2011a, Burk
2011b). To ensure a strong signal output, the pneumatic sensor typically requires some small
amount of additional pressure to be applied around the abdomen, such as that resulting from
an adhesive medical tape placed around the animal and sensor. This requires that the
externally applied pressure be temporally uniform so that changes in the respiratory signal
strength correspond directly with abdominal motion alone. Furthermore, while the applied
pressure is generally small and does not affect a healthy adult animal or its breathing
response in any obvious way, this is not necessarily the case for an animal with lung disease,
structural deformity of the ribs, abdomen, or diaphragm. Neither is this guaranteed for an
animal which has not reached physical maturity and whose small size and weight alone does
not exert enough pressure on the air chamber sensor to give a strong signal without applying
a greater external pressure to compensate. The consequences of exceeding an animal’s
tolerance for externally-applied pressure about the abdomen include temporary atelectasis,
preventing an accurate measure of lung volume and other physiological information. At
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worst, a delicate animal model might be permanently physically affected, or at least
temporarily affected in a way that would obfuscate symptoms of the disease being tracked.
An ideal method of abdominal position tracking would include no risk of physical impact to
the subject and would involve no physical contact with the subject. Such a tool would allow
non-invasive quantitative assessment of lung function without perturbation by the
compressive band required with a pressure-based respiration sensor.
To avoid this problem, one might make do with non-gated imaging (and the inevitable
motion blur in the abdomen) or employ an alternative, contactless method of respiration
monitoring. Novel contactless respiration tracking has been demonstrated for the human
clinical setting including methods such as laser monitoring of the chest wall location (Kondo
et al 1997) and electromagnetic sensing (Scalise et al 2011). In small animal imaging,
intrinsic gating (Bartling et al. 2008) does not require physical contact with the subject,
although the gating is retrospective in nature and requires an additional radiation dose when
compared with prospective methods. In our previous work with in vivo murine micro-CT,
we have refined a prospective technique for respiration gating using the output of a
pneumatic air chamber sensor, and we would prefer to use a displacement-measurement
sensor which does not require physical contact with the subject but which generates a
familiar output trace matching that from the pneumatic sensor. With this in mind, a fiber-
optic laser displacement sensor setup was developed to incorporate a commercially-
available fiber optic sensor (Philtec Inc., Annapolis MD) into the BioVet physiological
monitoring system (m2m Imaging Corp, Cleveland OH) that tracks the signal from the
respiration pressure sensor. A voltage-splitting circuit and high-pass filter were added to best
replicate the familiar respiration wave shape free of added noise or a DC offset, which
allowed the use of signal amplification through BioVet.
This new non-contact sensor and our conventional pressure sensor were both tested for the
gated imaging of wild type mice; the quality of the respiration traces and the resulting
images were compared. Finally, we employed this sensor to obtain prospectively-gated in-
vivo images of models which were previously unattainable using established techniques: a
congenital diaphragmatic hernia model in which bowel contents have herniated into the
thoracic cavity, and 11-day-old mouse pups.
2. Materials/Methods
2.1 Hardware
The contactless sensor developed for non-invasive respiration monitoring is based on a fiber
optic displacement sensor with analog amplified output (Philtec RC60-C8T35 Fiber Optic
Analog Amplifier). It consists of a small rectangular sensor tip from which the laser signal
exits perpendicularly, reflects from a nearby surface (either dull or reflective) and is picked
up again by the sensor tip. The sensor is connected to the electronics housing via long, thin
fiber optic bundles which carry the optical signal out to and back from the tip without
significant loss. The ratio of signal strength between the output and measured reflected light
is used as a surrogate for the distance between the sensor tip and the reflective surface,
allowing sensitive measurements of small displacements to be converted into an output
direct current voltage of 0–5V. After the addition of a voltage-splitter and high-pass filter to
remove a direct current offset, this signal is input into our current BioVet monitoring system
so that the signal enhancement and gating triggering features of that hard- and software can
be utilized as a comparison with BioVet’s established pneumatic pressure sensor.
An animal bed composed of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic (Figure 1) was
designed to allow the subject to be positioned prone with the noncontact sensor’s tip
stabilized next to the ribcage at a gap distance of a few millimeters from skin to signal-exit
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surface. This was achieved by modifying a bed which interfaces with the pneumatic air
chamber sensor, adding a rectangular slot in the support wings into which the sensor was
inserted with emission-tip oriented facing the chest. The emission tip must be perpendicular
to the measured surface for proper results. A reflective surface was not required for use of
this displacement sensor; either bare skin or fur allowed enough signal reflection for the
sensor to receive a strong usable signal for respiration gating. For the purposes of all in-vivo
studies mentioned in this paper, no shaving or other manipulation of the subject’s fur was
performed. Subtle abdominal movements of 1 mm or less are easily detected using the fiber
optic displacement sensor, in accordance with the specifications provided by Philtec, Inc.
CT images were acquired using a custom-built field emission x-ray cone beam micro-CT
(Cao 2010b; Lee 2011) with a 100 μm effective focal spot size, 1.3 geometry magnification,
and 20 degree cone beam angle. The scanner was operated in a step-and-shoot mode with
400 projections acquired over a total 200 degrees of gantry rotation. All images were
acquired with 50kVp x-rays and an additional 0.5mm Al filter between the source and
object, with the cathode current and exposure time adjusted to suit the desired application
and gating requirements. Physiological information from the animal was gathered and
monitored using BioVet software, with respiration signal derived from either the pressure
sensor (in comparison testing) or non-contact sensor (for comparison testing and imaging
studies). In the former setup, the pneumatic sensor was placed beneath the animal’s
abdomen while in prone position. In the latter, the non-contact displacement sensor was
placed next to the animal’s ribcage (a few millimeters gap distance) in a slot built into the
wings of the animal bed. In both cases, the signal was read into the BioVet program and
appropriate threshold levels were selected for gating. When the preset gating threshold was
reached and it fell within the readout phase of the 1 Hz fixed-frame rate detector, then the x-
ray source was triggered and a single projection image was acquired. After gantry rotation to
the next position, the procedure was repeated until the full number of projection images had
been acquired (all in the same phase of the respiratory cycle), with a typical imaging time of
8–15 minutes depending upon the animal’s physiology. The radiation dose for each scan
was 12.5 cGy. After acquisition, images were preprocessed with a custom MATLAB
program to remove dark lines and pixels and then were reconstructed with a Feldkamp
algorithm using the commercial reconstruction software COBRA (Exxim Computing
Corporation, Pleasanton CA). The images were reconstructed at a voxel size of 77 microns.
2.2 In vivo studies
All animal imaging studies were performed in accordance with a protocol approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill.
2.2.1 Wild-type subjects—Respiration-gated in vivo cone beam CT was performed on
four wild-type (C57BL/6N) male mice with masses ranging from 25 to 30 grams, using the
previously described imaging parameters, 30 ms x-ray pulses and a 1.67 mA tube current.
Subjects were initially anesthetized using a mix of oxygen and 2.5% isoflurane and were
then maintained at a mix of 1.0–1.5% isoflurane and were free-breathing for the duration.
Anesthesia dosage was adjusted to maintain stable respiration, with rates of 93 ± 8 bpm for
both pressure and noncontact sensors for all subjects. The total imaging time was
approximately 15 minutes and subjects were under anesthesia for a total of approximately 25
minutes. Two sets of images were acquired, with triggering first by the pneumatic pillow
sensor and then by the contactless sensor. Each animal was imaged first during the peak
inhalation phase, and then three of the four animals were then re-imaged at the full
exhalation phase so that utility of the technique could be shown for both major phases of
respiration. This versatility of respiration phase is necessary for volumetric lung imaging.
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Both pieces of hardware were kept in the imaging field of view during all scans to control
for any resulting imaging artefacts. Each sensor registered the same respiration rate during
imaging; a more detailed comparison in the case of wild-type adults is the subject of section
3.1; this matching of breath shape and rate was seen for all animals and models studied in
this work.
The signals from the two sensors were analysed and compared in terms of both signal
strength and shape in order to justify using their outputs interchangeably for physiological
gating. To quantitatively assess the shapes of breaths measured by each sensor, we noted the
timepoint corresponding to the maximum signal output (point of maximum inhalation) and
compared the results between the non-contact and pneumatic sensors for all subjects.
Additionally, we measured the signal outputs of the sensors over an average breath
(averaged over 400 breaths) for each of the four subjects, sampling every 2 ms, and then
plotted these results as comparison curves to assess the subtle differences in breath signal
shape resulting from the distinct mechanisms underlying the function of the two respiration
sensors (pressure versus position).
Both qualitative and quantitative comparisons between the two sets of micro-CT images
were made to assess overall image quality. As a surrogate measurement of physiological
motion blur present in the gated images, a measurement of average diaphragm slope was
taken for each set. This was achieved by identifying four lines across the transition from
lower lung to diaphragm (two in the left lung and two in the right lung) and calculating the
slope in HU/pixel of these paths as they crossed the boundary. These four values were
averaged together to give a single diaphragm slope for each CT image; in this way, motion
blur effects from each of the two gating protocols could be compared quantitatively.
After establishing the characteristics of the noncontact sensor and its derived respiration
signal, we demonstrated its application with specific in-vivo imaging studies, including a
model for congenital diaphragmatic hernia in adult mice and a model for cystic fibrosis in
11-day-old mouse pups.
2.2.2 Congenital diaphragmatic hernia model—The first candidate for imaging with
non-contact respiration gating was a murine model for congenital diaphragmatic hernia
developed by suppression of the Slit3 gene (Yuan 2003, Clugston 2006). The disease is
characterized by deformation of the diaphragm in infants which allows the lower organs to
breach the diaphragm wall and displace the lungs, causing pulmonary hypoplasia and
pulmonary hypertension. To study the progression of this disease longitudinally, respiration-
gated micro-CT was considered as a diagnostic tool; however, the characteristic
diaphragmatic weakness of this disease made the model a poor choice for any imaging
which would require pressure to be applied at the abdomen. Even if images could
successfully be acquired, it would be uncertain whether the applied pressure from a
pneumatic sensor would exacerbate the physical characteristics of the disease and lead to
misrepresentative results. Fortunately, development of a non-contact displacement sensor
allowed in-vivo micro-CT to be performed without any physical manipulation of the study
subjects. Two adult male and two adult female animals of a 129x1/SvJ/C57BL/6 mix with
masses between 20 and 25 grams were imaged using the protocol discussed in section 2.1.
One each of each sex were Slit3 −/− and had diaphragmatic hernias; the other two were Slit3
+/+ and displayed the normal phenotype. Immediately prior to imaging, an iodinated
contrast agent (Fenestra VC, ART Advanced Research Technologies Inc, Montreal Canada)
was applied intravenously through the tail vein in a bolus at the recommended dosage of
0.1mL/mg body weight. Subjects were initially anesthetized using a mix of oxygen and
2.5% isoflurane and were then maintained at a mix of 1.0–1.5% isoflurane and were free-
breathing for the duration. Anesthesia dosage was adjusted to maintain stable respiration,
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with rates of 98 ± 15 bpm for all subjects. The total imaging time was approximately 15
minutes and subjects were under anesthesia for a total of approximately 25 minutes. In this
application, only the contactless respiration sensor was used for triggering the gated images.
400 step-and-shoot projections were acquired over 200 degrees gantry rotation in 30 ms x-
ray pulses gated to the maximum inhalation phase of the respiration cycle with a tube
current of 1.67 mA. The 50 kVp x-rays were filtered with 0.5 mm of aluminium after exiting
the 0.2 mm beryllium window.
2.2.3 11-day old mouse pups—Another consequence of the development of a non-
contact respiration sensor was the capability to image mouse pups in the one to two week
age range. Amongst the challenges discovered in our previous effort to image mice at this
age were their small size (ten grams or less) and the correspondingly weak respiration signal
transmitted through the pressure sensor when placed beneath them. In past attempts to
utilize the pressure sensor for respiratory-gated imaging, we found that by adding pressure
with the elastic medical tape about the abdomen, animal instability was increased. The
lightly-anesthetized pups would be more prone to motion, with both gasps and intermittent
kicks which in turn resulted in significant artifacts. Moreover, the likelihood of atelectasis of
some or most of the left lung was much greater in the imaging of these pups than their adult
counterparts.
Non-invasive imaging of mouse pups is desirable for disease models in which interesting
physiological changes occur within less than a month of age. Such is the case for the
Scnn1b-Tg murine model of cystic fibrosis (Mall 2004, Mall 2008), in which tracheal mucus
obstruction leads to neonatal mortality in some subjects while their littermates survive to
maturity (Livraghi 2009). This model has been imaged at ages as early as a few days to six
weeks using ungated, high-speed volumetric computed tomography (Wielputz 2011), but the
resulting spatial resolution is inferior to that of physiologically-gated imaging. As a
demonstration of our capability for imaging young subjects with non-contact CT techniques,
we performed respiration-gated micro-CT on four 11-day-old wild-type animals (C57BL/
6N), with an average mass of 4.4 +/− 0.3g. CTs were acquired both with and without
prospective respiration gating. Subjects were initially anesthetized using a mix of oxygen
and 2.5% isoflurane and were then maintained at a mix of 1.0–1.5% isoflurane and were
free-breathing for the duration. Dosage was adjusted to maintain stable respiration, with
rates of 57 ± 10 for both pressure and noncontact sensors for all subjects. The total imaging
time was approximately 15 minutes and subjects were under anesthesia for a total of
approximately 25 minutes. The protocol for these images was to acquire 400 step-and-shoot
projections over 200 degrees gantry rotation. 35 ms x-ray pulses at 1.5 mA tube current were
gated to the maximum inhalation phase of the respiration cycle using the contactless sensor
for triggering. The 50 kVp x-rays were filtered with 0.5 mm of aluminum after exiting the
0.2 mm beryllium window.
3. Results
3.1 Comparison of non-contact sensor to pneumatic pressure sensor
For each of the four adult wild-type mice, simultaneous measurement of respiration data was
acquired from both the pressure and noncontact sensors; an image of the BioVet software
interface displaying both respiration traces simultaneously is shown in figure 4. With the
chosen placement of the noncontact sensor tip in relation to the subject’s ribcage, signal
traces closely match in both period and shape, and in particular the peak of the signal shape
from both sensors matches temporally. As these signals are used to determine the timepoint
at which x-rays are fired, matching signals result in identical timing of the x-ray pulses.
Moreover, the enhanced sensitivity of the laser displacement sensor over the pressure sensor
results in reduced need for the signal amplification through the BioVet hardware. This
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results in a greater signal to noise ratio and a cleaner respiration signal for gating, reducing
the likelihood of pulse mistiming due to electrical noise.
Images obtained with both the noncontact sensor (figure 5a) and the pneumatic pressure
sensor (figure 5b) are not obscured by compression-induced atelectasis. Just as the
respiration signal traces from the two sensors were nearly identical in shape, the image
quality of both sets of images is comparable. The extent of motion blur in the diaphragm is
consistent between gating methods, as is the fine structure detail in the lungs visible in
transverse slices. A noticeable streak artifact arises in both sets of images due to the
presence of the highly-attenuating fiber-optic cable which was kept in place even during the
pressure-sensor imaging for consistency of the comparison experiment. Even with the
artifact present, many qualitative observations can be made of the subject’s physiology,
though the results of quantitative density measurements and some volume measurements
obtained through automatic segmentation programs may be distorted. Nonetheless, the
diagnostic value of these images is still far greater than that of micro-CT images obscured
by pressure-induced atelectasis.
Respiratory motion blur, as quantified by the slope of the line plot across the lung/
diaphragm boundary, does not vary significantly between images obtained with the two
different respiration sensors (Table 1). The average slopes resulting from the non-contact
and pressure protocols were 141 HU/pixel and 140 HU/pixel, respectively. The variation of
slopes for subjects within a given gating protocol is much greater than the variation between
protocols, which implies that image quality with respect to motion blur is essentially the
same using either respiration sensor. Other factors not controlled for in this comparison,
such animal handling and the stability and health of the subject, can have an even greater
impact on image quality. This is because proper respiration gating through any method relies
on consistent breath depth even though true periodicity is not required; if lung volume varies
appreciably over the total scan time, motion artifacts will arise.
3.2 Imaging Applications
3.2.1 Congenital diaphragmatic hernia model—Images were successfully obtained
for four age-matched male animals, two wild-type mice and two animals with congenital
diaphragmatic hernias. With the presence of blood pool iodinated contrast agent, CTs of the
wild-type animals display healthy heart and lungs (figure 7a) and vasculature of the liver
(figure 7b) with expected physiology. The presence of the fiber optic cable in the most
anterior slices resulted in dark-streak beam hardening (figure 7a) which nonetheless did not
obscure qualitative results. No such streak artifact is visible in the mid-liver slice (figure 7b),
as the sensor position did not extend that far in the posterior direction.
A striking difference was observed in the CT images of the diaphragmatic hernia model
animals in both axial slices shown in figure 7. A large volume of the right lung has been
displaced by the liver and other organs crossing the diaphragm, and the presence of iodine in
the blood pool visualizes that the heart is compressed and distorted in shape (left). In the
lower axial slice where one would expect only the base of the lungs and the liver, lower
organs are visible. Because the respiration monitoring apparatus did not involve applied
pressure, or any direct contact with the subject, these results are unquestionably the result of
disease progression and not influenced by animal handling during image acquisition.
3.2.2 11-day old mouse pups—Micro-CT images of 11-day-old mouse pups imaged
using prospective respiration gating from the laser-displacement non-contact sensor are
shown in figures 9b and 9d. Transverse slices of the lungs show details of fine pulmonary
structures which are more clearly visible in gated imaging (9b) than without gating (9a), and
coronal slices (9d) demonstrate a sharp contrast across the diaphragm which is an indication
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of low respiratory motion blur, compared with the non-gated comparison CT image (figure
9c). In addition to the overall image quality, no atelectasis was observed in any of the pups
imaged using the non-contact sensor. In contrast, the earlier CT images of mouse pups
acquired using the pneumatic pressure sensor and Coban tape compression (figure 8)
demonstrate severe atelectasis and as a result provide no useful data on the structure or
function of the left lung.
4. Discussion
We have presented a new method of respiration monitoring and gating which broadens the
possible applications for in vivo prospectively gated cone beam micro-CT imaging. The
quality of the respiration signal from the noncontact displacement sensor is equal to or
superior to that from a pneumatic air chamber pressure sensor and transducer, and the signal
shapes from both detectors are so similar that no modification of the method of
physiological triggering for imaging is necessary. In a comparison of in vivo micro-CT of
wild-type adult mice using both respiration sensors, the image quality was comparable
except for the presence of the x-ray-opaque fiber optic cable in the field of view and its
resulting artefacts. For disease models prone to atelectasis when subject to mild abdominal
compression, the noncontact displacement sensor allowed diagnostically useful in vivo CT
imaging that would not be achievable using formerly established methods.
A major limitation to wide-spread utilization of this new fiber optic displacement sensor is
the cable itself, which with our current micro-CT beam energy, filtration and standard
reconstruction technique causes moderate to severe beam hardening artifacts in the most
anterior slices. This is especially problematic as the lung and heart regions are those which
most require prospective respiration gating for successful in-vivo imaging. Without
correcting or preventing this artifact, the image quality obtained using the new noncontact
sensor in the majority of imaging applications is still inferior to our previously established
gating method using the pressure respiration sensor; however, for the special applications
discussed in this paper this reduction in image quality is acceptable when physiologically-
gated imaging would otherwise not be achievable. One possibility for future work involves
placing the sensor closer at the subject’s lower abdomen, away from the region of interest.
However, the respiration motion of lower regions is substantially different from the chest in
both magnitude and shape, so that the derived signal will not match the familiar respiration
trace of the pneumatic sensor and our established gating protocol will need to be modified.
Alternatively, the x-ray opaque fiber optic cable could be replaced with a more radiolucent
alternative material. Nonetheless, it should be stressed that reconstruction technique
employed for these studies was a Feldkamp algorithm with no further corrections for beam
hardening and streaking artifacts. Much work has been done by others to tackle this class of
reconstruction artifact, and such advanced reconstruction techniques could be employed to
complement the non-contact protocol we have outlined. Presented without any additional
correction, the images displayed in this paper are a worst-case-scenario of image quality,
and we believe that the effects of beam hardening on image quality could be greatly reduced
while maintaining the demonstrated animal-handling benefits of a contactless respiration
sensor.
5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that a non-contact respiration sensor based on fiber optics broadens
the potential application for in vivo micro-CT of mice, extending this tool for use with
mouse pups and adult murine models for diaphragmatic hernia and other similarly restrictive
abdominal deformations. For the imaging of healthy adult mice and models which can
withstand light pressure on the abdomen, traditional methods of respiration gating are still
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preferable due to artefacts arising from the fiber optic cable, though these artefacts could be
prevented or removed using other reconstruction techniques. While the sensor was
developed for small animal x-ray imaging, it could be equally applied to any
physiologically-gated imaging modality without loss of functionality. In this work we
successfully employed the non-contact sensor along with a CNT field emission x-ray micro-
CT to perform prospectively gated imaging.
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The plastic mouse bed allows the animal to lie prone with its head inside the nose cone for
gaseous anesthesia delivery, and the non-contact displacement sensor is positioned a few
millimeters away from the animal’s ribs. The design allows simultaneous testing of the
pressure and non-contact sensors with murine subjects.
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A schematic of the timing structure employed in prospective gating is shown above. X-rays
are to be fired only during the maximum inhalation phase of respiration, but this must also
fall within the acquisition window of the fixed-frame rate flat panel detector. When these
two conditions are met, the x-ray is switched on to acquire a projection image, and the
gantry is then rotated to await the next synchronized event.
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The custom-built CNT cone beam micro-CT used in this study (left) consists of a compact
field-emission x-ray source and flat panel detector mounted adjacent to one another on a
rotating gantry. The sensor is integrated into the complete hardware of the micro-CT system
as in the flowchart above (right). The sensor’s output is fed into Biovet and the computer’s
timing program, so that appropriate physiological gating can be achieved with the x-ray
source
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Left. Simultaneously-acquired respiration traces from the standard pressure sensor (top)
with x20 signal amplification and the non-contact displacement sensor (bottom) with x2
amplification are displayed in the BioVet GUI. Note the similar signal shapes and, in
particular, the temporally-matching peaks corresponding to the full inhalation phase of the
animal’s respiratory cycle. Additionally, the signal from the non-contact sensor is strong
enough that much less signal amplification is required, resulting in a higher signal-to-
electrical noise ratio when compared with the pressure sensor. Right. For seven CT scans,
the signal traces from both respiration sensors were analysed to define the timepoint of
maximum sensor output (ms) for each breath. The average over all breaths of the elapsed
time between the beginning of the breath cycle to the signal peak was determined, as well as
the standard deviation. The average temporal location of this peak measured for each of the
two devices agreed within 5 milliseconds. Error bars for both methodologies are displayed.
The large errors result from variation amongst breaths in a single scan and from signal noise,
the difference in timing from the two signals is insignificant with respect to these
uncertainties.
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Transverse, coronal, and sagittal CT slices of an adult wild-type using the non-contact (a)
and pressure (b) sensors to monitor and prospectively gate to respiratory motion. During the
acquisition of each image, both the fiber-optic cable from the displacement sensor and the
plastic tubing from the pneumatic sensor were included in the field of view so that image
artifacts arising from these structures would be comparable between the two scans.
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Line plots were measured across the lung/diaphragm boundary at four different locations in
the left and right lungs (two line plots per lung) for each image acquired. The slope of the
path across the boundary was measured for each gating protocol (pressure or noncontact
sensor) and compared for each of the four subjects. Displayed above are a pair of right-lung/
diaphragm line plots for a single subject; in this case the steeper transition in the noncontact
gated image indicates reduced diaphragm motion blur as compared against the pressure
sensor gated image.
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Respiration-gated micro-CT of the knockout hernia model. In the mid-lung axial slice (a),
the liver has displaced the right lung (image left, arrow indicates duodenum where the lung
would be located in a healthy animal). In what should be the mid-liver slice (b), an arrow
indicates where the bowels and lower organs have moved anterior in the body and are in
contact with the lower parenchyma of the lungs.
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A prospectively-gated CT image of a 9-day-old mouse pup using the pressure-based sensor
to monitor and gate to respiration motion. The pressure required for use of this sensor results
in high rates of atelectasis in the left lung (seen here as a complete pneumothorax).
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CT transverse and coronal slices of 11-day-old mouse pups imaged without respiration
gating in (a) and (c), and using prospective respiration gating from the laser-displacement
non-contact sensor in (b) and (d). Fine details of the lungs are more clearly visualized with
respiration gating, as is the definition between lungs and diaphragm (indicated with arrows).
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Table 1
Diaphragm slopes for control subjects with physiological gating from each respiration sensor. Two separate
lines were traced from each of the left and right lungs to the diaphragm (four lines total per CT image) to
obtain average slope values
Non-contact Diaphragm Slope (HU/
pixel)
Standard Deviation Pressure Diaphragm Slope (HU/
pixel)
Standard Deviation
M1 167 45 117 39
M2 107 49 192 95
M3 149 62 146 46
M4 142 30 106 18
All Subjects 141 48 140 61
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